Abstract

An accurate determination of industrialized building system (IBS) frames ductility under alternating lateral loads is the key issue of this study. The performance features of IBS H frame assembly subjected to cyclic lateral pushover test with six attached IBS components are reported. A test scheme of nonlinear elastic sub-frame system is proposed to build an IBS structural building system. This system complies with the requirements of strength and ductility governed by European Codes 2 and 8. The three models are a conventional reinforced concrete H frame system CRCH (Model 1), IBS with steel conventional links as reinforcements IBSHN (Model 2), and special spiral links concrete IBSHS (Model 3). Each model is scaled to 1:5. All models are laboratory examined under cyclic lateral pushover test to failure, where the IBS connections are considered as hybrid partial rigid linking beams to columns. The beam ends are connected to column boxes via a U shaped steel plate. The experimental results of the IBS specimens are compared with the conventional concrete connection of similar shapes and size in the form of H sub-frame mechanism tested under the same condition. The models are subjected to cyclic lateral load controlled applied at the beam-column connection. The performance evaluation of IBS connections is made via load displacement hysteresis, ultimate and collapse parameter, ductility index, and surface cracks appearances. The conventional concrete specimen is obviously found to display better strength compared to IBS. Conversely, the ductility of IBS H frame specimen with spiral shear links and conventional closed loop links exhibits superior features compared to the conventional concrete specimen which is beneficial to earthquake engineering. It is demonstrated that the performance of the precast concrete structure is highly dependent on the ductile capacity of connectors to each of the IBS component. This is significant especially at the joints such as the beam-to-column connections. Our systematic methods on ductility characterizations of reinforced concrete beams may contribute toward the development of IBS in resisting earthquakes.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The enhanced construction features of the Industrialized building system (IBS) is becoming more attractive in developing countries compared to the conventional ones. IBS represents the concept of prefabrication and industrialization of construction [1-3]. It is a construction process that utilizes techniques, products, components, or building systems which involve prefabricated components and on-site installation. IBS is able to reduce cost, improve quality, and create complex products with premium finishing for large scale constructions [4, 5]. Automation is introduced into the building realization process to reduce human involvement, improve variation in design, increase production, and minimize assembly. Design, production, and onsite erection are strongly interrelated. Therefore, it is viewed as part of an integrated process that requires planning and coordination. The significant benefits of IBS are reduction in skilled labour onsite, faster construction process, and superior product quality. These advantages of IBS can be realized by educating architects and engineers in a systematic way to integrate design, technology, management, economics, and marketing [6, 7]. However, successful implementation of IBS for seismic use is critically determined by their ductile properties. Ductility is the ability of the structures, elements and constituent material properties to deform beyond the elastic limit without any loss of strength and energy accumulation during the loading cycles. It estimates the capacity of the materials system and their components to deform prior to collapse by dissipating a significant amount of energy [8]. The characteristic stress-strain curve is used to express ductility. For the structural element, the moment-curvature, and for the structural assembly force-displacement relations are used.

Understanding the structural behaviours of the IBS system and evaluating their performances remain challenging [9]. Generally, a building system is a set of correlated elements that are executed together to enable the designated performance of a building. This involves various technological and managerial procedures for the creation and assembly of these elements. An IBS has several salient features. The main attribute of IBS is the usage of minimum erection, jointing and finishing work onsite for large prefabricated assemblies. Furthermore, most of the building elements are prefabricated onsite at a central facility, where specialized types of equipment and infrastructures are housed. The materials and onsite component handling are extensively mechanized for concrete work. Generally, large standard steel forms, ready-mixed concrete and concrete pumps are used. The structural connectivity in a complete building forms an essential part of the system. Consequently, the structural response depends on the behaviour and the characteristics of the connections. The structural layout, the arrangement of stabilizing units, the design of the structural system (sub-systems), and connections detail must be consistent with the intended structural performance. A satisfactory design is achieved by understanding the connections influences on the flow of forces through a structure under vertical and/or horizontal loads. Thus, the main purpose of the structural connections is to transfer forces between the precast elements in enabling the intended structural interaction when loaded [10].

Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the performance of precast beam-column moment resisting frames under cyclic loading. Castro [11] performed a test on nine two-thirds scale beam-column joints including a monolithic specimen and concluded that precast concrete specimens could sustain inelastic deformations, and remained ductile as cast-in-situ specimens. Li et al. [12] studied hybrid-steel concrete connections under cyclic load reversals. The precast specimen exhibited adequate ductile behaviour under seismic loading and were consistent with the cast-in-place specimen. Embedment of the steel sections in the joint greatly enhanced the strength (ductility factor by as much as 3.5) of the joint core with the specimens carrying storey shears. Xue and Yang [13] examined the performance of precast concrete connections in a moment resisting frame under cyclic loading. The connections were interior, exterior, T, and knee types. Knee connections were observed to be less effective compared to the other variants. All the connections manifested strong column-weak beam failure mechanism. Moreover, these connections performed satisfactorily in seismic conditions with superior strength, ductility, and energy dissipation capacity. Vidjeapriya et al. [14] carried out tests on one-third scale models of two types of precast, and a monolithic beam-column connection under reversed cyclic loading. The precast connections were beam-column types with corbel using (i) dowel bar and (ii) dowel bar with cleat angle. The monolithic specimen outperformed the precast specimens in terms of strength and energy dissipation. The ductility of the precast specimen using dowel bar and cleat angle revealed superior behaviour than the referred monolithic specimen. Ghayeb et al. [15] studied the ductility of exterior beam-to-column connection which used monolithic connections and hybrid connections for two reinforced concrete models and two precast concrete models, respectively. The specimens were tested until failure by applying hysteretic reverse cyclic loading. The results exhibited that the hybrid precast concrete specimens showed low and moderate ductile connection which were considered to have agreeable ductility and satisfied the requirements of standard building codes. Furthermore, the monolithic reinforced concrete specimens presented moderate ductile connection.

A test scheme with elastic sub-frame system to construct IBS that fulfils the requirements of strength and ductility governed by EC2 and EC8 [16, 17] was proposed. The failure mechanism, strength, capacity,
and ductility of two IBS H sub-frames system and one conventional reinforced concrete H frame in 1:5 scale were inspected. The means of failure of IBS H frame system to lateral pushover cyclic loading test was identified, and the ductility of reinforced concrete useful for IBS was determined. A new IBS concrete frame with an assembly of beams of 120 mm height, 60 mm wide, 1360 mm length forming a frame of 1:5 scales were utilized. The behaviour of the IBS beam was examined via the pushover test. Properties such as load displacement hysteresis, ultimate and collapse, ductility index and surface cracks appearance were measured to evaluate the performance of IBS connections. Experimental results were analyzed and compared.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

Two 1:5 scaled IBS H frame and conventional reinforced concrete (RC) H frame were constructed and tested in the structural laboratory. The IBS H frames consisted of four half columns and full span beam assembled by U shape plates at both ends of the beam, and box plates at one end of each half column. Conventional H frame RC was cast as a monolithic system. Effects of shear links of IBS beams and conventional RC on the ductility were inspected. Behaviours of IBS beam and its connection under lateral pushover test were determined. Two concrete cylinders each of 100 mm diameter and 200 mm length were submerged in curing water tank to monitor the development of their strength. Load at a constant rate of 3 kN/sec was applied using compression test machine until the cylinders failed due to crushing. The loading rate was equivalent to 0.38 MPa/s. These cylinders were tested after 28 days of casting, throughout the H frames verification and conventional RC H period. Frames specimen testing was started at 46 days after casting and completed at 59 days. During this period the compressive strength of concrete fck was measured to be in the range of 27.174 to 28.049 MPa without any notable change.

Experiments were carried out using the new format of IBS concrete frame system. This is capable of erecting a system of real scale beams of 600 mm high, 300 mm wide, and 7000 mm in length to form a frame of 1:5 scaling. The conventional RC H frame test specimen (CRCH) was designed following EC2 specifications. The beam of CRCH as shown in Figure 1 contains typical close loop shear links of 1.5 mm diameter with four main longitudinal bars of 6 mm diameter each. They provide main flexural reinforcement with 17 mm cover of rebar. IBS columns were cast in a scale of 1:5. Each side of the frame has two half columns consisting of two parts (top half and bottom half) of 330 mm high and 60 mm x 60 mm cross-section. This consists of four main bars with a diameter of 6 mm enclosing spiral shear links of 1.5 mm.

Figure 2 illustrates a scaled IBS H frame containing close loop shear links of 1.5 mm diameter with four main longitudinal bars of 6 mm diameter each. They provide main flexural reinforcement with 17 mm cover of rebar. IBS columns were cast in a scale of 1:5. Each side of the frame has two half columns consisting of two parts (top half and bottom half) of 330 mm high and 60 mm x 60 mm cross-section. This consists of four main bars with a diameter of 6 mm enclosing spiral shear links of 1.5 mm.

Figure 3 shows the IBS H frame holding continuous spiral links of 1.5 mm diameter. Four main bars each of 6 mm diameter were provided as main flexural reinforcement with 17 mm as the cover of rebar. Again, the IBS columns were cast on a scale of 1:5. Each side of the frame had two half columns, and each side consists of two parts (top half and bottom half each 330 mm high and 60 mm x 60 mm cross-section enclosing four main bars of 6 mm diameter.
Casting of the concrete component of IBS was done by pouring concrete into the wood mould. Each IBS model consists of one full span beam, two bottom, and two top columns. IBS H and CRC H models were placed in a steel frame for testing. Two steel boxes each of cross-section 60 mm x 60 mm and height 60 mm were locked by a long bolt with a strong and heavy steel base to hold the column firmly in place. Load was applied by a hydraulic jack. Two steel channels were used for application of load at two beam-column connections. One load cell was applied to the load jack to measure the load applied to the connections. In addition, a steel plate was inserted between the hydraulic jack and the load cell. The load cell was then connected to a data logger. Two digital inclinometers were attached to the top columns to measure rotation of the column at the beam-to-column connection. Figure 4(a) shows the locations of six LVDTs and their connection to the data logger used to measure important points of displacement, and deflection of IBS H model. The maximum allowed instrument displacement of four LVDTs is 100 mm. The specimen was placed in the steel fixed rig without allowing any deflection, movement, or rotation before testing. The steel cubes simulating gravity imposed floor load were then put into place. The entire test apparatus was installed and connected to the data acquisition system. An initial reading of all data was taken at this point, and the specimen was then confirmed to be ready for testing. The sub-assemblages were tested within a loading frame as shown schematically in Figure 4(b).

The purpose of the test was to subject the specimen to repeated cycles of increasing lateral load. Using a manual hydraulic pump, an active horizontal jack pushed the column in one direction until the desired level of load was achieved. The hydraulic pressure was then released in steps until the specimen returned to its neutral point. Finally, the jack was moved to the opposite side of the rig to push the column in the other direction maintaining the same push overload. The horizontal load was recorded against the displacement at the middle of each column at two different points in the beam for each cycle. Sufficient intermediate readings were obtained to outline a hysteretic loop for at least three cycles within each load increment. The endpoints of each loop were monitored for loss of stiffness. If there was no significant loss of stiffness, the load was then increased to the next value. Otherwise, the specimen was subjected to more cycles until the stability limit was reached. The failure load scheduled for IBS H models underwent lateral increments of 1, 1.5, 4 and 6 kN. Similarly, the failure load scheduled for CRC H model were in steps of 1, 1.5, 4, 6 and 9 kN according to load protocol of FEMA273/356 [18, 19].

A marker pen was used to spot crack patterns. Relevant data at progressing load paths and zero loads for each cycle were recorded using lasers, inclinometers, and demec points. Tests were continued until signs of specimen failure and collapse appeared. For each tested specimen, the images of crack patterns were taken for reference.

### 3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Load-Displacement and Crack Patterns

The load-displacement of IBSH Column 2 Top (LVDT1), Column 2 Bottom (LVDT2), IBSH Column 1 Bottom (LVDT5), and Column 1 Top (LVDT6) are shown in Figures 5(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The maximum horizontal displacement at the fourth cyclic loading for LVDT1 was found to be 14.66 mm at 5.9 kN. The horizontal displacement at failure point was 23.06 mm for 6.2 kN load.
The maximum horizontal displacement of the fourth cyclic loading for LVDT2 was 14.2 mm at 5.4 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point were 25.83 mm and 6.2 kN, respectively. Results for LVDT5 (movement of the bottom of the H frame column) showed the maximum horizontal displacement of 15.5 mm in the fourth cyclic loading at 5.3 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point were observed to be 25.13 mm and 6.2 kN, respectively. As shown in Figure 5, the maximum horizontal displacement of the fourth cyclic loading for LVDT6 was 0.17 mm at 5.9 kN. Moreover, the horizontal displacement and load at failure point were discerned to be 0.25 mm and 6.2 kN, respectively.

Figure 6 shows a schematic illustration of the crack patterns of the specimen at the end of the third, fourth cycle, and at failure of IBSHN. The IBSHN model does not display noticeable cracks after being subjected to 1 kN and 1.5 kN lateral load of cyclic loading. However, the specimen exhibited considerable cracks formed at the edge of the bottom columns and Column 1 Top during the 4 kN lateral load cycle. At 6 kN lateral load cycle, the same radial crack lines extended towards the centre of the bottom columns where more cracks were formed. The specimen showed significant crack occurrence at the base of the columns. The 6.2 kN lateral load failure cycle resulted in a few additional cracks with a notable increase in crack widths. Besides, the IBS beam does not display any prominent radial cracks until the end of the test.

With reference to the results of the IBS H Model test for a beam with spiral links, Figures 7(a), (b), (c), and (d) show the load-displacement curves of IBSHS Column 2 Top (for LVDT1), IBSHS Column 2 Bottom (for LVDT2), IBSHS Column 1 Bottom (for LVDT5) and IBSHS Column 1 Top (for LVDT6), respectively. The maximum horizontal displacement of the fourth cyclic loading for LVDT1 was found to be 12.47 mm at 5 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point were 15.52 mm and 6.2 kN, respectively. The maximum horizontal displacement of the fourth cyclic loading for LVDT6 was determined to be 0.12 mm at 5.8 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point were found to be 0.15 mm and 6.2 kN, respectively.
Figure 7 Load-displacement curves of IBSHS (a) Column 2 Top (LVDT1), (b) Column 2 Bottom (LVDT2), c) Column 1 Bottom (LVDT5) and (d) Column 1 Top (LVDT6)

Figure 8 shows the observed surface crack of IBSHS. The crack patterns of the specimen appearing at the end of the third, fourth cycle and at failure can be clearly evidenced. During the experiment, the IBSHS model did not exhibit any notable radial cracking after 1 kN and 1.5 kN lateral load of cyclic loading. Nevertheless, the specimen showed noticeable radial cracking formed at the edge of the bottom columns during 4 kN lateral load cycle. Conversely, at 6 kN lateral load cycle the same radial crack lines extended towards the centre of the bottom columns where more cracks formed. Furthermore, the specimen manifested clear crack formation at the base of the columns. The 6.2 kN lateral load failure cycle produced a few additional cracks with a notable increase in crack widths. Furthermore, the IBS beam did not reveal any evident radial cracking at mid-span until the end of the test.

Now, for the results on the CRCH system. Figures 9(a), (b), (c) and (d) illustrate the load-displacement curves of CRCH Column 2 Top (LVDT1), Column 1 Bottom (LVDT2), Column 1 Top (LVDT5), and Column 1 Bottom (LVDT6), respectively. The maximum horizontal displacement of fifth cyclic loading for LVDT1 was determined to be 5.69 mm at 8.2 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point were found to be 16.91 mm and 17 kN, respectively. The maximum horizontal displacement at fifth cyclic loading for LVDT2 was found to be -0.05 mm at -8.9 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point was 0.12 mm for 17 kN. As shown in the diagram, the maximum horizontal displacement of the fifth cyclic loading for LVDT5 was 3.77 mm at 7.5 kN. Moreover, the horizontal displacement and load at failure point were 11.11 mm and 17 kN, respectively. In addition, the maximum horizontal displacement of the fourth cyclic loading for LVDT6 was 5.34 mm at 7.5 kN. The horizontal displacement and load at failure point were determined to be 18.26 mm and 17 kN, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the observed surface crack of CRCHS. The crack patterns of the top and bottom columns of the specimen occurring at the end of each cycle and at failure are also shown. The CRCH specimen did not show noticeable radial cracks after 1 kN and 1.5 kN lateral load cycles. Although, the specimen showed obvious radial crack development at the lower corners of beam-to-column connection after the 4 kN lateral load cycle, at 6 kN and 9 kN lateral load cycles, the same radial crack lines extended towards the centre of the bottom columns where more cracks were formed at the upper end of the bottom columns, and at the lower end of the top columns. Meanwhile, the 17 kN lateral load failure cycle produced a few additional cracks with a considerable increase in crack width. However, at the end of the test, the CRC beam did not exhibit any apparent radial cracks at the mid-span until the end of test.
The results for load-displacement and crack patterns obtained from IBSHN and IBSHS were compared with the CRCH model. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the load-displacement behaviour of IBSHN and IBSHS with CRCH at failure for Column 2 Top (LVDT 1). The slope of the load-displacement curve or the stiffness for CRCH was observed to be higher than IBSHN and IBSHS. This higher difference in stiffness values between the models is attributed to the weakness of IBS columns connection. The maximum load and displacement for IBSHN model were found to be 6.2 kN and 23.06 mm, respectively, and that of IBSHS model were 6.2 kN and 15.52 mm, respectively. Conversely, for CRCH the applied maximum load was 17 kN, and the observed displacement was 16.91 mm. However, the observed displacement of CRCH at 6.1 kN was 4.08 mm. This signifies that under the same loading, IBSHN and IBSHS had a higher displacement than CRCH.

Figures 13(a), (b) and (c) show a comparison of crack patterns at the end of the cyclic loading test for IBSHN, IBSHS and CRCH models, respectively. For all models, the cracks began to appear at the end of the third cycle of cyclic loading. In IBS models, the cracks began to appear in the area around the bottom columns of the steel box plate, while for CRC it started at the lower corners of beam-to-column connection. Furthermore, the IBS model under increasing load cycles exhibited the same radial crack lines extending outward from the centre of the bottom columns, and more cracks appearing at the upper end of the bottom columns, and at the lower end of the top columns. Conversely, there were less crack lines in the conventional model compared to the IBS models under the same cyclic loading. The CRC beam and IBS beams did not display any noticeable radial cracks until the end of the test. Nevertheless, the cracks occurred at the bases of columns during the failure cycle for IBSH models.
while the CRC model did not reveal any cracks at the column bases.
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**Figure 13** Crack patterns comparison at the end of cyclic loading test for models (a) IBSHN (b) IBHSH and (c) CRCH

### 3.2 Load-Rotation

The rotational performance of the IBS beam-to-column connection was investigated through load-rotation diagrams measured using inclinometer at zero and maximum load of each cycle of cyclic loading and failure loading. IBS connection rotation increased with the increase of loading for each push of cycle as shown in Figure 14. In Figure 14 (a), the maximum rotation for inclinometer No.1 was 0.136 rad at failure load (6.2 kN), and in Figure 14 (b), the maximum rotation for inclinometer No. 2 was 0.141 rad at failure load (6.2 kN). The beam did not display any cracks. Consequently, the rotation of the beam-to-column connection at each side was produced from the rotation of columns only.
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**Figure 14** (a) Load-rotation of beam-to-column connection from inclinometer No.1 of IBSHN. (b) Load-rotation of beam-to-column connection from inclinometer No.2 of IBSHN

The load-rotation of IBHSH inclinometer No.1 and inclinometer No.2 are shown in Figures 15(a) and (b), respectively. IBS connection rotation increased with the increase of loading for each push cycle. In Figure 15 (a), the maximum rotation for inclinometer No.1 was 0.136 rad at failure load (6.2 kN), and in Figure 15 (b), the maximum rotation for inclinometer No. 2 was 0.141 rad at failure load (6.2 kN). The beam did not display any cracks. Consequently, the rotation of the beam-to-column connection at each side was produced from the rotation of columns only.
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**Figure 15** (a) Load-rotation of beam-to-column connection from inclinometer No.1 of IBHSH. (b) Load-rotation of beam-to-column connection from inclinometer No.2 of IBHSH

The results of the CRCH system are shown in Figure 16. In Figure 16 (a), the maximum rotation for inclinometer No.1 was 0.052 rad at failure load (17 kN). In Figure 16 (b), the maximum rotation for inclinometer No.2 was 0.054 rad at failure load (17 kN). The rotation of beam-to-column connection at each side was produced from the rotation of columns only because no crack occurred in the beam.
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**Figure 16** (a) Load-rotation of beam-to-column connection from inclinometer No.1 of CRCH. (b) Load-rotation of beam-to-column connection from inclinometer No.2 of CRCH
4.0 CONCLUSION

Experiments are performed on two IBS H models with different shear reinforcement for each beam, and hybrid beam-column connections via 1:5 cyclic loading. The results are compared with the performance of a reference monolithic beam-column connection. The parameters including load-carrying capacity, displacement, and rotation are considered. Models such as IBShN, IBShS, and CRCH are studied, and their relationships in ductility are demonstrated. The conclusions which were illustrated in the following paragraphs were drawn on the basis of experimental observations.

The equal and comparable strength of IBS beams to that of CRCH model suggests that IBS can successfully be used for various applications.

The failure of all models occurs at the columns because it is not strong enough to support the lateral load, and not acceptable according to European Codes. Consequently, the column sections must be improved either by increasing the section dimensions or by reducing the thickness of the beam to create a strong column-weak beam condition.

The IBS connections of beams are sufficiently strong compared to the CRC connection under same cyclic loading. However, the connections of IBS models are weak at the interaction of box steel plate with reinforced concrete, and the failure load of CRCH is observed to be higher than IBS models. Accordingly, the interaction of steel box with concrete should be improved to get a better result.

Under same loading, the displacement of IBShN and IBShS is higher than that of CRCH. Thus, IBShN and IBShS offer more ductility than CRCH in terms of displacement capacity.
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